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Beautiful Raga, High Tech Tissot and Designer Armani Watches  

In spite of having mobile phones with the time display on the monitor, people still retain the craze on
wearing watches. The wrist watch is the undeniable fashion accessory that enhances and reflects the
personality of the wearer.                                  
  
Added to this, watch manufacturers nowadays are introducing very innovative and irresistible pieces so
people are proud to have these watches  from site like  www.donysterling.com  
 www.donysterling.co.uk  www.glitzstorm.com  . Raga collection of watches from Titan are truly meant as
a status symbol. These watches are designed for women by the Top most watch manufacturers of the
world. Watches from Titan Raga are a perfect fit for the modern women that successfully combines
sensuality with elegance. These watches range from 1495 rupees to 25,495 rupees. Titan Raga
collections are made with delicate and beautiful designs, as fresh and sensuous as the brand
ambassador Katrina Kaif. While Titan raga are the perfect wedding gift for the bride, Watches from
Tissot are the ideal presentations for the corporate elites. Tissot products are very modern and stylish
with cutting edge technology. They are from Le Locle, Switzerland with branches in more than 150
countries. They have 160 years service in the field of watch making. Tissot are the pioneers for many
innovative designs and concepts in watches. From the very first innovation of two time zones in 1853 to
the recent innovation of touch screen technology, Tissot timepieces are the real revolutionary pieces in
the fashion world. One of the popular Tissot collections is the T-Touch watch for men. It is an example of
high technology with the stainless steel watch band and watch case and the sapphire crystal movement. 
Just a slight touch is enough to bring into life alarm, compass, barometer, altimeter, chronograph and
thermo - the six essential functions of the watch into surface. Apart from all these functions, these
watches are water and shockproof resistant. Tissot are the most functional watches with the perfect
blend of style and fashion. Some popular models of watches from Tissot  are Carson, Heritage Classic,
Trend Flower and T-Touch. In the world of expensive watches Armani collections are the best which
stuns the people with their breathtaking elegance, style and magnificence. The Italian designer Giorgio
Armani has created many designer watches that suit for daywear and nightwear. Among them, AR5328
has stainless steel case with champagne dial and leather strap. The time is shown with three hand
movement, two time zones and one date.  Emporio Armani is another popular model for men that comes
with beige two level dial, leather strap and brown faux croco. For the women, Armani AR3140 display
Roman numeral hour markers with two hand movement. They have pearl dial and clear diamonds.
Online shopping malls have wide range of designer watches, expensive watches and beautiful,
intricately designed watches catering to all sorts of people.
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